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Abstract—Continuous-time filters (CTF) with automatic tuning
loops are nonlinear feedback systems with potential instability.
While an appropriate small signal linear dynamic modeling of
the tunable filter should be obtained for design purpose, its
ability to predict the real nonlinear dynamic behavior of the
system is limited. In order to overcome this problem, a general
and systematic procedure is used to obtain a large signal
nonlinear model. The obtained model can accurately predict
nonlinear phenomena such as bifurcations and chaotic behavior.
From this model, some numerical simulations results are
presented in this paper. As far as the authors know, the
observation of these phenomena in CTF with tuning loops has
not been previously presented. Thus, the results obtained in this
work can provide some help to obtain improved controllers
(with higher bandwidth and better performance) for the two
involved control loops.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Filters with tuning capabilities are adaptive filtering stages
that incorporate tuning input signals aimed to directly modify
the parameters of the original circuit structure. They typically
exhibit a non-linearity of the bilinear type, which is wellknown in several system modeling such as switching power
electronics converters [1]. This bilinear behavior is due to
terms containing the product of state variables and control
inputs in the equations that describe their behavior. An
additional source of modeling complexity of filters with
tuning capability is due to the time-varying nature of the
reference input signal to the control loops, which make the
system prone to exhibit nonlinear phenomena that can not be
predicted by a design-oriented small signal modeling
approach. The prediction of such behaviors can only be
predicted by a suitable model that retains the nonlinearity and
the time-variance of the system.
Our purpose in this work is to propose a nonlinear
dynamical model that can cope with the observed nonlinear
behaviour of a continuous-time filter (CTF) with automatic
tuning loops which uses a master-slave strategy. From this
model, the dynamic behaviour of the system is obtained using
numerical simulations. It is found that as a control parameter
is varied, the system can present different kind of dynamical
nonlinear behaviours that cannot be predicted by the small
signal design-oriented model. The rest of the paper is

organized as follows. Section II presents the system
description. In section III, the mathematical dynamic model of
the power plant is derived. Section IV presents the description
of the control loops and their corresponding dynamical models
in the Laplace and the time domain. Numerical simulations are
presented in Section V, in which different bifurcation
behaviours are observed. Different tools are combined to
identify the dynamical behaviour of the system. Finally, some
concluding remarks are drawn in the last section.
II.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram of an on-chip
tuning system for a CTF which uses a typical master-slave
strategy [2]-[4]. In this strategy, on the one hand, the slave
filter performs the filtering process for the incoming signal.
On the other, the master filter, which is embedded in the
quality factor Q and central frequency O tuning control
loops,
received
the
reference
sinusoidal
signal
vREF(t)=AREF·sin(ωREFt) as input. The frequency of this signal
(which should be as stable as possible) should be tracked by
the central frequency of the filter. The O control loop
compares the master filter’s response with the reference signal
vREF(t). This comparison generates, after filtering, a low
frequency control signal vCF(t) that is directly proportional to
the difference between the actual central frequency of the filter
and the reference frequency. The control signal vCF(t) is in turn
applied to both the master and the slave filters.
A second loop tunes the quality factor Q taking advantage
of the fact that the band-pass filter gain at the central
frequency is proportional to its quality factor so that its control
signal vCQ(t) can be generated. This control signal is
proportional to the difference between the instantaneoous
output signal amplitude and the reference amplitude. As a
particular example of the general and systematic method
presented in previous section, a MOSFET-C filter is
considered in this work (Fig. 1) [5]. This circuit structure
consists on a state-variable filter, in particular, the so-called
TQE (Transimpedance Q-Enhancement) filter [6]. In order to
perform the automatic tuning of the CTF, resistors must be
implemented by means of electronically tunable circuits.
Among the available circuit structures, the cell known as MOS
Resistive Circuit (MRC) [7], [8] is considered in this work.
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Figure 1. (a) Basic block diagram of an on–chip tuning system for a CTF.
(b) Model of the CTF with the amplitude and phase detectors and control
loops.

Starting from the modelling technique proposed in [2], [9]
for filters with automatic tuning, the corresponding transfer
functions from the quality factor control signal to the
amplitude of the output signal, as well as from the central
frequency control signal to the phase-shift of the output signal
can be derived. As a result, these transfer functions allow to
design both enhanced non-adaptive and adaptive controllers
that improve the performance of previous controllers based on
dominant pole compensation for tuning the quality factor (Q)
and central frequency (O). The aim of the self-tuning
subsystem might consist not only in correcting component
tolerances and drift DC errors, but also in dynamically varying
Q and O parameters of the CTF. An accurate dynamic model
is imperative to study issues related to stability and predicting
the real dynamic behavior of the system. While an appropriate
small signal linear dynamic modeling of the tunable filter
should be obtained for design purpose, its ability to predict the
large-signal nonlinear dynamic behavior of the system is very
limited. To overcome this problem, a general and systematic
procedure is used to obtain a large signal nonlinear model.
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For the particular case considered in this work, Eq. 1 can be
written more explicitly as follows:


x(t )  A  vCF (t ), vCQ (t )   x(t )  B  vCF (t ), vCQ (t )   vREF (t ) , (2)
where the matrices involved in (2) are given by:
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In a similar way that for a typical control system, the
small-signal linearised incremental model can be obtained [2],
[9]. However, unlike classical control systems, in which input
reference signals have constant steady-state values, the input
signal processed by the CTF (and, in turn, their state variables)
is sinusoidal. Besides the bilinearity that the filter exhibits due
to its intrinsic adaptive behavior, the particular nature of the
input signal as a sinusoidal tone requires an averaged dynamic
model to be obtained for the baseband information (slow
dynamics changes in envelope and phase).
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From the baseband-equivalent linear equations, the
transfer function that relates the amplitude of the state
variables to the control voltage that tunes the quality factor
vCQ (t ) , as well as the transfer function that relates the phaseshift of these state variables to the control voltage vCF (t ) that
tunes the central frequency O of the master (and thus slave)
filter can be obtained [2]. These transfer functions allows to
obtain improved controllers for the two involved control
loops, as is presented in [9].
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V
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DYNAMIC MODELING OF TUNABLE FILTERS

In order to accurately predict the behavior of the tuning
system, the first required step consists in modeling the filter,
considered as the control system plant. Generally [3], [4],
most of designed analog filtering structures including
automatic tuning consider, as a master cell, second order
filters with three input signals, namely: the original input
signal, vREF(t), and two control inputs, represented as vCF(t)
and vCQ(t), that tune, respectively, central frequency (O) and
quality factor (Q) of the filter (see Fig. 1). In addition, this
second order filter has two state variables v1(t), vO(t), one of
which is usually the output signal of the circuit. The system
can be expressed in a space-state representation form as
follows:

nd

Figure 2. Transistor-level fully-balanced tunable MOSFET-C band-pass 2
order filter.

QUALITY FACTOR AND CENTRAL FREQUENCY TUNING
CONTROL LOOP SCHEME

The conventional tuning strategy consists of an indirect
adjustment based on the so-called master-slave scheme [3].
The main filter (slave circuit) performs the filtering process
for the incoming signal. The master filter, which is embedded

within the O and Q tuning control loops, receives at its input
the reference sinewave vREF(t), whose frequency should
ideally be tracked by the filter, hence indirectly setting the
central frequency of the slave filter.
A.

Quality Factor Controller
A common choice for controlling the quality factor with a
zero static error and a high loop bandwidth is by using a
compensator with a single pole at the origin [10]. However, it
has been shown in [9] that significant improvements on the
system response can be achieved if a more advanced
controller is used. In this paper the same controller proposed
in [9] will be used. The transfer function of this controller is
given by:

K ( s /  z  1)
,
H CQ  s   i
(4)
s ( s /  p  1)
where the parameter Ki is the controller gain, and ωz and ωp
are additional zero and pole, respectively. The input to this
controller is the error signal formed between the signals vO2 (t )
2
and Q 2 vREF
(t ) . This error signal is then processed through the
controller (4) to provide the control signal vCQ(t). Let this error
signal be eQR(t). The time-domain differential equation
corresponding to the signal vCQ(t) is given by

(1/  p )vCQ (t )  vCQ (t )  K i  (1 /  z )eOR (t )  eOR (t ) 

(5)
This second order equation can be further written as a set of
two first order differential equations. Let us define vCQ (t )  z (t ) .
Then vCQ (t )  z (t ) and (5) becomes:

the following section, some numerical simulations will be
performed using this model.
V.

Numerical solution of the above described model is obtained
by using Matlab®-Simulink® with a fourth order Runge-Kutta
algorithm and fixed step size of 1 s which guarantee 400
samples within a driving signal period. For numerical
simulations, let us consider the values of the parameters listed
in Table I of the Appendix. In order to investigate the dynamic
behavior of the system, let is monitor the steady state response
while fixing all parameters and varying the feedback gain G as
a control parameter. The system is simulated during 5000
driving signal periods. The first 4900 periods are considered
as transient and the last 100 periods are considered as steady
state. Figure 3 shows the different responses of the system
when the control parameter G is varied. The following
dynamical behaviors are observed in terms of the control
parameters:


G=2·104: in this case, the system presents a stable 1periodic orbit. As it can be observed in the timedomain waveforms, the output signal has the same
period as the reference signal. The steady state
trajectory in the state plane is closed curve and its
Poincaré section is a single point (fixed point) in this
plane. The FFT spectrum presents a single dominant
tone at the forcing frequency.



G=3·104: in this case, the 1- periodic orbit loses its
stability and a 3-periodic orbit appears. The steady
state trajectory in the phase space is a curve which
closes to itself each three driving periods and its
Poincaré section is formed by three fixed points. This
is confirmed by the FFT spectrum which has the
appearance of the third subharmonic tone of the
forcing frequency. A high THD can be appreciated
from the time-domain waveform and the FFT
spectrum.



G=4.5·104: for this value of the control parameter,
the system exhibits a chaotic orbit. The output signal
is no more periodic. The trajectory and its Poincaré
section form a chaotic attractor in the phase space.
The FFT spectrum in this case is spread on a wide
frequency range although some dominant tones can
be clearly identified at the third subharmonic tone
and its multiple integers. In this case, the output
signal undergoes a high THD as it can be appreciated
from the time-domain waveform and the FFT
spectrum.

vCQ (t )  z1 (t )

(6)
z1 (t )   p vCQ (t )  K i p  (1/ z )eOR (t )  eOR (t )
An error signal is formed between vCQ(t) and a desired setpoint
(zero in this case) and then it is passed through a saturation
block that limits the error between 0 and 1.1 and then it is
applied to the plant according to the model given in (2)-(3).
B. Central Frequency Controller
In this case the control signal vCF(t) is produced at the
output of a controller which consists of a comparator that
detect the sign of the product vCF(t) and vo(t). The result of the
comparison is then multiplied by the reference signal vREF(t)
and the product is then passed through an integrator.
Therefore,
the
time-domain
differential
equation
corresponding to the signal vCF(t) is given by:
t
vCF (t )  Gvref (t ) sgn    vO (t )vCF (t )  dt 
(7)
 0

where G is a multiplicative gain. Let us define as
t
z2 (t )    vO (t )vCF (t )  dt and therefore one has:
0

z2 (t )  vO (t )vCF (t )

vCF (t )  Gvref (t ) sgn  z2 

(8)

An error signal is formed between vCF(t) and a desired setpoint
and then it is applied to the plant according to the model given
in (2) and (3). These equations, together with (6) and (8), give
the large signal nonlinear dynamical model of the system. In

CHARACTERIZING BIFURCATION PHENOMENA

The main purpose in this section is to use the dynamic
model given (2) and (3) together with (6) and (8) to explore
possible dynamic behaviors of the system. These equations
correspond to a five-dimensional nonlinear time-varying
model. As it will be shown later, the nonlinear and timevariance features of the model make it rich in nonlinear
phenomena. The results will be presented in the form of timedomain waveforms, phase space, Poincaré sections, and FFT
spectra.

Figure 3. Steady state reponses and their corresponding state space trajectories, Poincaré sections and FFT spectra for different dynamical behaviors
corresponding to different values of the control parameter. Top row: G=2·104 , the system exhibit a stable 1-periodic orbit. Middle row : G=3·104, the 1periodic orbit.loses its stability and a stable 3-periodic orbit behavior appears. Bottom row : G=4,5·104, a chaotic orbit takes place.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the dynamic behavior of a
continuous-time filter with automatic tuning loops, which is a
nonlinear feedback system that can present some nonlinear
phenomena. The small signal model, which is usually
considered for designing the controllers, fails to predict the
real behavior of the system. A large signal model is derived
for the system. The obtained model can accurately predict
nonlinear phenomena such as bifurcations and chaotic
behavior. Finally, it is important to highlight that the results
obtained in this work can provide some help to obtain
improved controllers for the two involved control loops.
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APPENDIX
The simulations results carried out in this work have been
obtained using the parameter values shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

PARAMETER VALUES USED IN THE NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

–9

–9

K1=383·10

K2=765·10

C=5 pF

AREF=0.1 V

ωp=2 Mrad/s

ωz=300 rad/s

Ki=300

QREF=4

ωREF=15.7 krad/s

